HOCKEY TEAM MEETS
HARVARD THURSDAY

Large Attendance Expected At
First Game. Teams Ev-
ently Matched.

The Hockey Team, when it meets Harvard tomorrow night, will have completed three hard weeks of hard practice, which consisted for the first two weeks of cross-country rate three times a week. Since the Arena opened last Friday, the team has had its last four times. Monday night the men showed up to good advantage in a practice game against the Arena team. Coach Whittemore has while scouting the men since then since they reported for the first practice and a remarkable improvement has already been made. Although the team, as it stands today, may not come up to the standard set by the team of three years ago, yet there is a good material in the equal and the outlook is bright for the development of a fast seven. The team when it goes on the ice tomorrow night for its first game with Harvard will be one which is fully capable of scoring a victory, and will enter the game fully determined to do so.

The team will have four of last year's regular men in its lineup, Capt. R. L. Fletcher will be shifted from his former position at right wing to fill that of rover left vacant by McLeod, captain of last year's team. C. B. Winton, C. Cochran, and F. W. Gould will remain at their positions of last year, center and cover-point respectively. Blake- well, a new man, has developed into an excellent guardian of the cage and (Continued on Page Six)

WINTER CONCERT DANCE
FLOOR ARRANGEMENT

New System Necessary Owing To Number Of Tickets Sold.

Owing to the large number of tickets which have been sold for the Annual Winter Concert and Dance of the Combined Musical Clubs to be held in Copley Hall on Friday evening, Dec. 18, it has been found necessary to systematize the floor arrangement. By this system much of the incidental confusion may be done away with.

For the dance, the sides of the ball have each been divided off into three and five sections respectively, making eight sections in all. They will be in the following order, beginning at the front right, facing the stage, to the back right; then from the front left facing the stage to the back left. Section 1 will include approximately the initials A-B, and will extend from letter A of the seating system. Section 2 will include initials C-D and E, and will extend from letter J-Q right of the seating system. Section 3 will include initials G and H, and will extend from letter H of the seating system.

(Continued on Page Six)

TRIP TO PROVIDENCE

Mechanical Engineers Invited To
Inspect Factory.

The Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., of Providence, has sent a cordial invitation to the M. E. Society to visit their plant on Wednesday, Dec. 30, the last day of vacation. The trip is expected to be quite a short trip and every effort is to be made to make this new plan of the Combination of Portfolio and Technique a success.

CALENDAR.

Wednesday, December 16, 1914.
12.00 P. M.—Edison Diamond Point Machine Demonstration, Union.
1.15 P. M.—Architectural Society.
1.45 P. M.—Mechanical Engineers.
2.00 P. M.—Basketball Practice.
5.00 P. M.—Swimming Team Practice, Y. M. C. A.
8.30 P. M.—Glee Club, Union.
9.00 P. M.—University Y. M. C. A.
10.00 P. M.—Winter Concert.
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